Jewish Run China Forcing Veganism On Populations

-High Priest Mageson 666

The (((Communist government of China))) the same Communist Party that was founded by Chinese Jews, working with Jews out of Moscow and Wall Street and the leader after Mao, was an open Jew....... Has now decided to cut meat consumption by 50% and is hiring American celebrities of (((Hollywood))) such as Arnold Schwarzenegger and James Cameron to promote this Noahide agenda on the populace of America and China. Remember the (((UN))) all that Jewish Rockefeller money there and right in Jew York as well. Demanded the whole world has to go vegan......as well.

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/ ... ate-change

Meanwhile in (((Israel))).....at the meeting of the (((The Kehillah)))...

"Da Goy moost be vegan!"
"Wve gat da Vegans thang go'in's now, da Goy'im's love owr moovie star's!!!!, Sheky is on da jobs, cook'in up the vegan slopz for da Goy'im's to fall for!"

"Oy, rights boss!"